Transform core processes with UiPath and OutSystems.

Deliver game changing business processes and applications

Harness the full power of UiPath robotic process automation (RPA) and OutSystems low-code capabilities to deliver transformational business processes and applications that save time and improve efficiency.
Seamlessly connect robots and cross-platform applications with dynamic integrations.

UiPath offers an end-to-end platform for automation, combining the leading RPA solution with a full suite of capabilities that enable every organization to scale digital business operations at unprecedented speed.

The OutSystems low-code platform simplifies cross-platform application development and delivery, enabling any organization to build applications that scale.

Supported integrations connect UiPath and OutSystems seamlessly and benefit customers in two ways.

The UiPath Orchestrator Connector allows users to seamlessly kick off automations and manage robot operations directly within OutSystems apps. UiPath robots automate manual process steps and easily infuse AI capabilities into OutSystems apps.

In addition, the UiPath Connector Builder connects the UiPath Platform to OutSystems applications, allowing robots to update application data and workflows without code.

Get the UiPath Orchestrator Connector extension for

Get the UiPath Connector Builder
Automate end-to-end processes across apps and systems

Combine the power of UiPath and OutSystems to deliver cross-platform apps that can span departments and systems with maximum performance and flexibility.

Rapidly deliver intelligent and scalable apps

Reduce development by using easy-to-use design interfaces and dynamic integrations that accelerate operational efficiency, productivity, and ROI.

Easily incorporate the power of AI into your business processes

Bring the power of AI to automate document understanding, image analysis, language analysis and comprehension.

Enrich app testing with enterprise grade RPA

Reduce errors and speed up quality checks by automating manual application testing.
Put UiPath robots to work in OutSystems applications.

For example, as part of a reinsurance application, a client uploads their driver’s license and scanned documents using an OutSystems-powered application. The OutSystems application validates the information entered by the client, then triggers a UiPath robot to perform an image analysis on the license and process the scanned documents.

Reduce data input time and keep business systems like SAP simple

Robots can process PDFs and read emails while OutSystems applications hold business logic and validate incoming information through a modern, mobile-friendly UI.

Deliver admin portals that provide access management capabilities for employees and clients

Request access to business systems like SAP, Salesforce or Workday through an OutSystems application. UiPath robots extract information from the OutSystems application, and grant the user access to the relevant business system.

Connect apps to modern and legacy data sources

Connect OutSystems applications with even more systems like Workday and Adobe Sign using UiPath’s extensive library of supported and prebuilt connectors. Connect to legacy and custom applications without APIs using UiPath AI Computer Vision.

About UiPath

UiPath has a vision to deliver the Fully Automated Enterprise™, one where companies use automation to unlock their greatest potential. UiPath offers an end-to-end platform for automation, combining the leading Robotic Process Automation (RPA) solution with a full suite of capabilities that enable every organization to rapidly scale digital business operations.